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�  Treat high pressure hose with extreme 
caution. Parker Hannifin hoses are ultra 
high pressure hoses, not garden hoses 
and should be treated like a high pressu-
re vessel 

�  Always visually inspect for frayed, dama-
ged or wear spots before using 

�  Check the end connections for wear, 
rust, cracks or other deterioration which 
could produce a dangerous projectile 

�  Know the working pressures and burst 
pressures of all hoses before using them 

�  Always use clean, filtered medium to 
prolong hose life 

�  Always clean, drain and coil hoses after 
use

�  Use only hoses assembled by an authori-
zed Parker distributor

�  Never fix a hose at the sleeves 

�  Never use a hose with cuts or wire sho-
wing through the outer cover 

�  Never use a hose with bubbles, blisters 
or kinks o Don‘t exceed the bend radius 
and pressure rating for each hose 

�  Don‘t run over or crush the hose with 
vehicles 

�  Hoses with corroded or leaking end con-
nections should be avoided 

�  Avoid using a dirty medium or medium 
with sulfur compounds in it or don‘t bend 
the hose over sca�olding or pull heavy 
equipment with the hose 

�  Don‘t let hose support its own weight o� 
towers or buildings 

�  Never use hose without hose arrestors 
(containment grips) 

�  Don‘t expect water jetting or hydraulic 
hose to last forever

�  Don‘t change or repair a hose without 
instructions from the manufacturer 

�  Never disconnect a hose under pressure

Safety Precautions & Installation Tips

Please read before use.
All information is readily available from Parker Haniffin

Catalogue 4462 Global Edition



Hose and hose assemblies have a finite life span and many factors can reduce this time. This recommend-
ed practice should be read by designers and users of hose to assist them in the proper selection of hose. 
These guidelines, while not exhaustive, will assist the user in maintaining hydraulic and pneumatic sys-
tems.

- Maximum operating pressure of the 
hose must be greater than or equal to the sys-
tem pressure. Pressure surges or system “spi-
kes” in excess of the maximum operating pres-
sure will shorten hose life and must be avoided.  

 - Ambient and fluid temperatures 
must not exceed the hose/fittings rated design 
temperature. Attempt to route hose or shield 
hose from high temperature sources.  

 - Adequately size hose and fittings to avoid 
damaging hose with excessive turbulence, or 
heat build-up, while maintaining proper flow and 
pressure. (Refer to fluid velocity nomogram.)

 - Refer to Chemical Com-
patibility Guide in this catalog for use of fluids 
with various materials. If unsure of an applica-
tion, contact the factory. Additional care must 
be taken with gaseous applications. (See Safety 
Guide at end of catalog.)

- Conditions such as ozone, UV 
light, harsh chemicals, salt water, and other air-
borne contaminants can degrade hose and 
shorten its life.

 - Hose length changes with pressure. 
This, along with equipment movement, must be 
considered in the system design.

 - Always follow manufactur-
ers specifications and do not mix components 
of di�erent manufacturers.

 - Conditions such as tensile 
and side loads, vibration, excessive flexing, and 
twist will reduce hose life. Use swivel fittings and 
adaptors to avoid hose twisting. Test the hose if 
the application is potentially problematic or unu-
sual.

 - Determine if the hose 
must be non-conductive to prevent electrical 
current flow or conductive to dissipate static 
electricity. Choose hose and fittings accordingly. 
(See Safety Guide for Electrical Conductivity is-
sues.)

 - Check hose for cov-
er cracks, blisters, cleanliness, kinks, cracks 
or core tube obstructions or other defects. Ex-
amine fittings for poor threads, obstructions, 
cracks, rust. Do not use hose or fittings if these 
problems exist.

- Instructions are 
available for companies, trained and authorized 
by Polyflex.

 - Use stress relievers to prevent sharp bends 
at the hose and fitting juncture. These can be 
spring guards or other stress relieving members.

1. Blistered, degraded, or loose hose covers.
2. Sti�, cracked, or charred hose.
3. Cuts or abrasion of hose. Look for exposed 

reinforcement.
4. Leaks in hose or fittings.
5. Damaged or corroded fittings.
6. Excessive build up of dirt, grease, oils, etc.
7. Defective or broken accessories (clamping 

devices, kink guards)
8. Kinks in hoses.

Upon discovery of any of these items, replace it, 
repair it, but

Retest the system after all maintenance procedures.
-

vious service life, or when failures could result in 
damage, personal injury, excessive or unaccept-
able downtime.

Technical information

Pressure can change hose in length by as much as 
±2%. This must be considered when cutting hose to 
appropriate length.

When hose assembly is installed in a flexing applica-
tion, remember that metal hose fittings are not part 
of the flexible portion.

Free hose length allowance:

Hose is weakened when installed in twisted posi-
tion. Also, pressure pulses in twisted hose tend to 
fatigue wire and loosen fitting connections. Design 
so that machine motion produces bending rather 
than torsion.

Hose should exit coupling in a straight position 
rather than side loaded. The minimum bend radius 
must not be exceeded to avoid kinking of hose 
and flow restriction. 

Use elbows or adaptors as necessary to eliminate 
excess hose length and to ensure neater installati-
on and easier maintenance.

Avoid installing hose assemblies close to heat 
sources. However, if this should be required, 
insulate hose.

Information taken directly from Parker Hanni�n :
www.lister-polyflex.com


